ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Many recent works have investigated the study of interference channels using informationtheoretic principles [1] [2] [3] . However, game theory application to the study of interference channels has posed a significant research interest over the years.
Precoding strategy for multi-user (MU) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems is of significant importance and has received great research interest in recent years [4] . A centralized low-complexity algorithm for antenna selection not suitable for other limited feedback precoding techniques has been investigated in [5] [6] . A MU-MIMO systems where heterogeneous users wish to dynamically share the restricted electromagnetic spectrum that rendered the use of radio resources as scarce with receiver having no CSI of the users pose a huge problem for the centralized low-complexity algorithms proposed in [5] [6] . An efficient distributed precoding strategy selection algorithm with low-complexity is required to address the issues posed by the centralized approach in an heterogeneous users environment.
Distributed algorithms in MIMO system was research on three major schemes used to compute the Nash equilibria of a strategic non-cooperative game based on the updating characteristics of the users in the system. It is observed that these schemes are originally described in which each player optimizes iteratively its own payoff function following a prescribed updating schedule [11] . Jacobi Scheme [9] [12] [13] where all components are updated simultaneously, Gauss-Seidel scheme [7] [8] [10] , all components are updated sequentially and totally asynchronous scheme [11] [13] [14] , all components are updated in a totally asynchronous way, via a defined mapping based on water-filling based algorithms. [9] investigated the gradient-projection based algorithms as a distributed algorithm. This paper only addresses the non-cooperation of interference multi-user MIMO channel. Analysis of the proposed partially asynchronous distributed low-complex algorithm for precoding strategy selection in a multi-user MIMO wireless system using non-cooperative games is illustrated. Formulation of the non-cooperative game model for a partially asynchronous distributed algorithm in multi-user MIMO system and analysis of the convergence (NE point) of the non-cooperative multi user MIMO system game were also illustrated.
SYSTEM MODEL
This section described the model used in this paper. An N-user MIMO equipped with r N antennas at the receiver and 
GAME-THEORETIC PRECODING STRATEGY

Problem Formulation And Game Model
A system of low complexity receivers with no interference cancelation capabilities and the receivers treat the interference from other users as additive spatial noise is consider since we are interested in designing a decentralized algorithm.The above is applicable to the distributed algorithms that do not require neither a centralized control nor a coordination among the users.
be set of players in the game and the codewords
a discrete strategy space. That is, to each player
may attribute a certain discrete set of strategies i G . Note that i G is not always discrete in some game theory approach.
In our game model, the wireless users are considered as players. The users are assumed to be selfish and strictly rational agents, they will compete to maximize their individual mutual information with multiuser interference treated as noise [15] . The choices of precoding matrices are the users strategies and the corresponding transmission information rates of these players are considered as their payoffs denoted as;
is the noise plus interference for user i .
Based on the above motivation, we can now define the payoff for user i denoted as i U by the following; ) , (
Therefore considering the users precoding strategies i G as discrete and payoffs i U , a discrete non-cooperative game in a normal form is denoted as
Remark 1: The above game illustrate the concept that the precoding strategies and payoffs make up a discrete non-cooperative game.
Let us now formally represent 1 G as a NE non-cooperative game. 1 G can be formally represented as:
where i − U stands for the combination of precoding vectors of all users except user i .
Non-Cooperative Game And Nash Equilibrium Solution
In this subsection, we analyze the NE of the above proposed game. In the non-cooperative game, where users are selfish and competing with each other for the limited available resources, the result of the game will be a Nash equilibrium that satisfies the following theorem.
be a P player game in normal form. Then G has at least one Nash equilibrium. Remark 2: 1 G is a potential game which has at least one pure strategy NE and the optimal solution of the sum rate maximization problem as:
constitutes a pure strategy NE of 1
and the payoff function of each user i be
is an alternate strategy of user i that boils down to the following:
Equation (7) illustrate the simple fact that if a user changes its own strategy independently, its payoff can never be higher than the payoff obtained by 
be an alternative strategy of user i . Therefore,
Using simple substitution of the rate sum Ω R by a potential function Φ , then (8) can be formulated as . We consider the following partially iterative algorithm shown in Table 1 : 
The Convergence Theory
We consider a partially asynchronous iteration of the form 
For any n G R ∈ , we denote by ) {G G the distance of G from * Ω , defined by
The following preliminary result will be needed in the sequel. 
, and
We can see that Assumption 3(b) and 3(c) are closely related to the contraction property of the function F . Assumption 3(c) illustrate the fact for certain algorithms involving a relaxation parameter. 
Main Algorithm
It is now time to formulate the algorithm used in this paper. The following definitions are used to illustrate the algorithm:
G is the covariance matrix of the vector signal transmitted by user i at the 
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we use a computer simulations to evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithm. Each link is modeled as a 4-transmitter and 4-receiver structure based on the following assumptions: A Gaussian interference channel with From Fig. 1, 2 , it is shown that the performance of asynchronous parameter (B=1) is better than the performance of asynchronous parameter (B=15). This is because multiple NEs exist in most situations and it is very likely for PADA to miss the optimal (or near-optimal) NE when becomes large. For PADA, it should be expected that the larger is the value of asynchronous parameter, the worse the performance becomes. From Figs. 3, we find that the proposed adaptive asynchronous parameter design mechanism can show a good balance between rate performance and convergence speed for the average rate for each user from 1 to 15 asynchronous parameters. These results shows that the adaptive asynchronous mechanism is faster and efficient.
Practically, we can regulate the value of the asynchronous parameter or use adaptive asynchronous mechanism to trade off the performance and the complexity according to the channel conditions and the requirement of the system designer.
As the value of B increases, the time for convergency also increases. As long as the system stays long to converge, users will make use of the outdated information. The overall systems convergence speed cripples due to the characteristics information update of the strategy of some other users. Based on the above illustration, PADA is flexible and efficient for any precoding strategy in MU-MIMO system.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the distributed precoding strategy selection for MU-MIMO through a game theoretic approach. A decentralized learning algorithm, partially asynchronous algorithm is proposed to obtain the NE. We have illustrated the concept behind the partially asynchronous iterative distributed algorithm(PADA). We formulated sufficient conditions guaranteeing the convergence and uniqueness of the algorithm that represent a set of conditions for the convergence of MU-MIMO non-cooperative game theoretic precoding strategy. A pure strategy NE in our proposed game and the social optimal strategy profile constitutes for an NE.
We also show by simulation that PADA converge to a Jacobi Scheme also know as simultaneous asynchronous iterative algorithm when the asynchronous criteria is very small eg. B =1. When the time convergence criterion B is set to a higher value eg. B =15, it renders the system to a low speed convergence of the use of outdated information. Thus, B must be a significantly small value for faster convergence of the proposed algorithm. A significant improvement can be achieved in the sum rate performance by repeating the proposed algorithm. To augment the tradeoff between the system performance and the convergence speed adaptive step size mechanism is considered in this findings. Compared to the exhaustive search algorithms such as Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel, the proposed algorithm can achieve a comparable sum rate performance with low complexity.
